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By Pierre CHRISTIN. Illustrated by Jean-Claude Mézières

CINEBOOK: The 9th Art Publisher, 2013. Soft cover. Condition: New. 48pp Suitable for: 15+ years. In
stock Australia now, for immediate delivery!- The most terrifying birds since Alfred Hitchcock's! In
this adventure . Valerian and Laureline's ship has crash-landed on an uncharted planetoid. The two
castaways quickly discover a vast ship cemetery, leading them to believe that their arrival was not
an accident. Before long, they make contact with a population whose sole purpose seems to be to
gather and produce food for a mysterious 'Master'. The Terran agents aren't going to be turned into
slaves easily, but the Master enforces his will through his terrible agents: the Birds of Madness . Key
Points: *A series emblematic of French science fiction *A strong influence on science-fiction films -
among others, The Fifth Element and Star Wars *An imaginative and colourful series, with lovable
and complex characters - Valerian, an action anti-hero, and Laureline, an early incarnation of the
strong, take-charge female 'Kids will love it. Adults will love it. If you've never read Valerian, then
here's your chance - and you'll find out why it is such an international hit! [Terry Hooper, Comic Bits
Online].
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Bart Lowe-- Bart Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyman O'Conner III-- Hyman O'Conner III
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